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Driving Past Difficulties

The Crossroads is a quarterly newsletter of the Chen Su Lan Methodist Children's Home
for our volunteers and supporters. We hope to keep in touch with you on the news and
developments in the Home. In this issue, our spotlight is on personalities who faithfully
serve at the Home and make a difference in our children's lives. We also share what our
staff and children have been busy with during the June school holidays.

As Executive Director, Mr Low Kee Hong oversees the planning and operations of the
Home to ensure that every child is well cared for and safe.

The COVID-19 pandemic has truly
tested our limits. Safe-distancing
measures, the use of masks, constant
temperature-taking and health checks
are now all part of the new normal. It
has been a trying time of adjustments,
new learning and the occasional
scare. 

Even so, our staff and volunteers have
remained resolute, facing the new
challenges with grace and resilience.
The focus in good or turbulent times
is always on the children in our care.
Despite the evolving daily routines,
the staff have continued to prioritise
the children in our Home. Whether it is
their emotional, physical or
psychological well-being, our staff
and volunteers are there to keep the
children safe and provide the best
support for their healing and
development.

Some of the things they have come
up with include creative games and
projects for the children to enjoy
during these periods of restrictions
and heightened regulations. 

“Let each of you look out not only
for his own interests,  but also for
the interests of others.”            (NKJV)

There was a time when
people said

that Singapore won’t
make it, but we did.

There was a time when
troubles seemed too

much for us to take, but
we did…

A Note from our EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

 The Crossroads

These have allowed our children to
have fun while they learn something
valuable from the experience.

The actions of our staff and volunteers
remind me of Philippians 2:4: 

In tough times, it is natural for us to
start thinking of ourselves and our own
needs. So, it is heart-warming to see
people around Singapore rising to meet
the needs in our Home, and to do a part
for the less fortunate. 

I thank the LORD for blessing us with
such people. I know that with the
steadfast support and care of our staff
and volunteers, we at Chen Su Lan
Methodist Children’s Home will
overcome any difficulty that comes our
way.

Mr Low Kee Hong
Executive Director



THE WONDER WOMAN
OF THE HOME
By Ganesan Gabashini 

Aunty Aylandam retired in July 2021 after 33 years of faithful
service. Crossroads speaks to this legend and icon of the
Home, with the hope of finding out more about her unique
and inspiring personality.

It all began 33 years ago.  Aunty Aylandam, our Kitchen
Supervisor, was looking for a job. When asked why she
had chosen to work in the Home, her reply was
admittedly surprising.

“When I came for the interview, the Head asked me, ‘Did
somebody recommend you?’ I said, 'No.' I just searched
through the Yellow Pages, and I saw this opening, so I
came for an interview. I applied for part-time work, but
the Executive Director told me, 'Please, madam, work
full-time.' So, I started to work full-time.”

She does not regret her decision.

After her long service to the Home, Aunty Aylandam
wants to spend the rest of her golden years with her
children. Yet, she admits that she will miss the Home.
Her bonds with the children and colleagues make the
Home her second family, not just a workplace.

“Of course, I will miss all my friends. You know, I have
been working here for very long. I will miss the children
especially. Those who have already left the Home,
whenever they see me in shopping centres, they will
still shout my name, ‘Aunty Aylandam!’ Sometimes I
cannot recognise them, so they remove their face mask
to say, “Hello, it’s me, so and so….”  It’s so nice to meet
them and know that many are doing well.”

As a Kitchen Supervisor, Aunty Aylandam has always
considered the preferences of the children and
cooked dishes that they enjoyed. Notably, she
ensured the food was not just tasty but also nutritious
for the growing children. 

“Yes, vegetables, soups, fruits. We have tea-break
also... we make drinks for tea-break, like barley,
chrysanthemum tea.”

With the help of technology, a rating system was
introduced to continually improve the kitchen staff's
skills and identify the children’s favourite dishes.
Aunty Aylandam’s Curry Chicken and Lontong came
up tops – always delicious and lovingly prepared. 

Why is Aunty Aylandam retiring this year? 

“I’ve been working very happily for more than 30
years… and I need to rest, you see…. I will miss
working here, but I’m prepared for my retirement. I
want to rest, spend time with my children, leave time
for my children.”

“I’ve been working very happily
for more than 30 years… and I

need to rest, you see…"



Ingredients
1 whole chicken (medium size)
3 potatoes
2 onions
2 tomatoes
2 red chillies
1 lemongrass
1 tsp ginger paste
1 tsp garlic paste
5 tbsp meat (chicken) curry power
100ml coconut/carnation milk (optional)
2 tbsp tomato paste
Some curry leaves
1 cinnamon stick
1 star anise
3 cloves
3 cardamoms
1 tsp fennel seeds
½ cup oil
4 tsp salt

 

M A R I N A T E  T H E
C H I C K E N

P R E P A R E  T H E
I N G R E D I E N T S

C O O K  T H E
C U R R Y

Cut the chicken into smaller
pieces and wash with salt.
Add curry powder, ginger
paste, garlic paste, tomato
paste and 2 tsp of salt to the
chicken and mix well.
Marinate for at least 45 mins.

Slice 2 big onions.
Cut 3 medium
potatoes into 4
pieces each.
Dice 2 tomatoes.
Slice 2 red chillies.
Slightly crush 1
lemongrass.

Heat up the pot, and pour oil. When oil is
heated, add in the cinnamon stick, star anise,
cloves, cardamom, 1 tsp of fennel seed,
onions, red chillies, lemongrass, curry leaves.
Cook till onion is slightly brown.
Add the marinated chicken and reduce heat
to medium, constantly stirring it for about 10
minutes, or until spices are cooked.
Add potatoes, tomatoes, 2 tsp of salt and
cook at medium heat. Cook till chicken and
potatoes are cooked. 

Optional: Coconut/carnation milk can be added.

INSTRUCTIONS

Curry Chicken
Recipe

1        2        3

for 4 pax

Her colleagues have only wonderful things to say about Aunty Aylandam.

Said Ruth Lee, Finance Manager, “Aunty Aylandam has a generous spirit.
She is always willing to go the extra mile to contribute to the needs and
care of the residents." 

Bernard Chen, Supervisor (SSFR), agrees and notes that Aunty Aylandam is
energetic and always smiling, “Dear Aunty, thank you for always smiling
and having a big heart for everyone! You are awesome!” 

Chaplain Annabel Ooi thanks her wholeheartedly, “Thank you for your
dedicated service to the Home by ensuring the daily meals are lovingly
prepared for the children and staff for the past 33 years."

Lye Ping, Support Manager, is inspired by Aunty Aylandam and vows to
follow in her footsteps. “Aylandam has set a high standard of upkeeping
the kitchen, dining hall and parents’ corner. It has now become our duty
and responsibility to uphold this tradition of good housekeeping.”

For Aunty Aylandam, cooking is an art. Due to her vast experience, she
cooks and adds ingredients based on her intuition when preparing meals.
She has generously agreed to share her famous – and secret – Chicken
Curry recipe with us.

On behalf of Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home, we wish Aunty
Aylandam a happy and blessed retirement. Thank you for serving the Home
with such faithfulness and care for over three decades.

Thank you for serving the Home with such
faithfulness and care for over three decades.



By Claudia Ann Ko

With COVID-19 restrictions, our children could not participate in the special programmes organised for them in the past during the
June school holidays. However, with the support of the Home's staff, they were kept busy and engaged with new activities. We
highlight one activity that our children both enjoyed and learnt much from.

This adventure in entrepreneurship saw our children collaborate with the staff to set up pop-up food stores in the Home. While the
article focuses on the efforts of the House of Grace, every
dormitory was involved in their own food projects too.

A sweet and savoury aroma wafts through the air. In the
House of Grace, several residents bent diligently over
their dinner table as they delicately plate and organise
various Filipino snacks.  

One girl scoops out sweetened beans and fruits into a
cup of crunchy shaved ice. Another fries spring rolls of
different fillings and cheese doughnut balls. We can hear
the sizzle of the crispy skins over the heat of the stove.  
 
A delectable sauce, whose recipe is only known to a
select few, is drizzled over the golden skin concealing
seasoned eggs within. Steamed egg puddings are
bathed in sweet caramel. 
 
So, what’s all this culinary activity about?

During the June Holidays, the girls from the House of
Grace took on the challenge to become entrepreneurs
for two weeks. Their start-up, aptly named Grace and
Co., concentrated on selling house parents Amie and
Joy's popular Filipino street food to the Home staff.

These young entrepreneurs dedicated much of their
time to plan this activity meticulously. They designed
attractive posters, created a convenient, user-friendly
online ordering platform and purchased the necessary
ingredients. In doing so, they gained a better
understanding of financial management. 
 
When the big day of operations finally arrived, Amie
and Joy were there to guide them to make the array of
delicious Filipino treats. These included the sweet Halo
Halo and Caramel Eggs and savoury Lumpia and Kwek
Kwek. Some goodies were both contrastingly sweet
and savoury, too, like Turon and Cheese Donut Balls. 

The girls packed and plated all their treats neatly,
running an effective delivering system within the
Home. At the same time, they ensured strict
compliance with the COVID-19 safety guidelines and
food hygiene measures to guarantee the quality and
cleanliness of their products. 

The team was happy with the outcome. 

The Next Big Start-Up: Grace and Co.



First, they made an outstanding profit of $250 that will be channelled
towards the dormitory’s fund. But just as important, the girls learnt
several valuable skills from this experience. They took ownership of
the initiative from planning to execution, guided by the dorm staff.
They shared a glimpse of the Filipino culture and street food, with
their fellow residents and staff. 

The reviews were indeed encouraging.

This enterprise's success is the result of the teamwork and creativity of the girls in the House of Grace. The care and
support of their house parents were vital too. The Home is now looking forward to Grace and Co.'s next entrepreneur
adventure!

“The food was scrumptious! Loved the
sauce and all the lumpia.”

“The spring rolls were done with love and
cultural pride.”

“The snacks were great! The spring rolls
were crispy and tasty. Perfect tea break!”

- Kimberly Ong

- William Chua

- Jasmine Lim



By Claudia Ann Ko
The global pandemic put a dampener on the Home’s
usual activities. However, we did not stay dormant.

Wielding various cleaning supplies, the House of Faith girls
came together during their March holidays to carry out a
thorough spring cleaning of their dormitory. From scrubbing
the floor until "black tiles turned white" to cleaning and packing
the dormitory, these residents learnt the importance of living in
a clean environment and taking responsibility for their
dormitory. 

h o u s e  o f  f a i t h

Coffee making, badminton matches and gardening. The group
of all-rounded girls from the House of Hope spent their June
holidays packed with activities. Their creativity and
entrepreneurship shined through their cafe-like setup. They
served a variety of 'Kopis’ from letters A to Z and soft ‘Muah
Chee’, all painstakingly homemade by the girls themselves. 

In anticipation of the in-house friendly badminton match
amongst three female dormitories, the Hope girls tirelessly
practised their skills every day for at least an hour. Their
efforts finally paid off on the day itself. Despite stiff
competition from other teams, the Hope team won the match
with their combination of solid footwork and swift smashes of
the shuttlecock.

h o u s e  o f  H O P E

After a stressful school semester,
the girls recuperated by branching
out and engaging in gardening.
Despite the scorching sun beaming
down on their backs, they spent
three hours over two days
meticulously removing weeds and
planting new flower beds in an
allocated slot. 

What did the other
Dorms do during
the June Holidays?



Rows of neatly prepared ingredients lined the House of Peace's dining table, with a towering pot as the
very centrepiece. Shouts of joy and laughter could be heard outside as the Peace boys cooked their
personally selected raw seafood and meat in a simmering broth. After weeks of diligent planning and
preparation, the House’s celebratory June holidays steamboat dinner was a joyous success!

As part of the collaborative efforts of
both House of Mercy and Joy, the
youths ran a start-up by the name of
'The Brunch Alley.' Flipping thick
pancakes, scrambling fluffy eggs,
sizzling crisp bacon and sausages –
these young entrepreneurs experienced
a day in the hectic life of the Home's
kitchen staff. In doing so, they learnt
how to work seamlessly as a team.
They also successfully balanced
preparing the brunch items and
properly packaging them through
respectful communication and practical
leadership skills. 

To ensure they were ready for the
challenge, the boys went through a
rigorous process of marketing,
budgeting and even attending a Life
Skills talk. The Brunch Alley provided
more than a hearty meal for the Home
staff, teaching the Houses of Mercy and
Joy an invaluable set of educational,
social and soft skills. 

h o u s e  o f  M E R C Y / J O Y

h o u s e  o f  P E A C E

delicious!

--

- -



At The Heart Of Worship
By Joy Huang
Giving insight to the role of Christian nurture in the Home and the Chaplain
behind it.

Chaplain Annabel Ooi started serving as Chaplain in the Home in
2015. She is undoubtedly a pro at her job, having done chaplaincy
work in Methodist schools for more than a decade before joining
the Home. One can easily imagine her busy planning for the weekly
Tuesday devotions and Wednesday Chapel services or supervising
Care Group meetings. 

During Chapel services and devotions, residents and dorm staff
gather to worship with songs and hear messages from different
speakers. Unfortunately, like the rest of Singapore, the Home has
had to adjust its regular activities because of the COVID-19
pandemic. As Chaplain Annabel notes, “everything is getting
shorter and shorter.”

Nevertheless, the purpose of spiritual nurture in the Home remains
the same. It builds the children's character and teaches them
values that will hopefully stay with them for a lifetime. What is
emphasised is not just knowing about the values but their practice
in everyday life.

Says Chaplain Annabel, “In my devotion series previously, I covered
the Home values… perseverance, service-orientation, integrity. I
feel that it’s not just about sharing the values. You have to bring it
down to the ground and practise them.” 

Touched by her warm heart and deep understanding of the
children, we were curious about her calling to serve at the Home.

“I was a homemaker before someone recommended me to work as
a Christian Ministry staff in a Methodist school. After three years, I
decided to pursue my theological studies to better equip myself.
When I graduated, I continued serving at another Methodist school.
When this opening at Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home
came about… somehow it just warmed my heart because I sensed
that it was God’s opportunity for me. He had given me the
experience and passion for reaching out to the children.”

Chaplain Annabel regards her role as Chaplain as a vital support for
the children and youth of the Home. “Life can be tough for a child
at the Home. They are wounded children, growing up and making
sense of the world and their lives and family. So, it is important to
care for their spiritual and emotional needs, pointing them to God
for healing. That is the role of the Chaplain.”

Speaking with Chaplain Annabel, we sense
how focused she is in doing the work of God in
the Home – which is to reach out to the
residents and staff, sowing the seeds of faith
at all times and trusting God to work in their
lives in His time.

“Life can be tough for a child at the Home. They are
wounded children, growing up and making sense of the

world and their lives and family. So, it is important to care
for their spiritual and emotional needs, pointing them to

God for healing. That is the role of the Chaplain.”



This newsletter is a volunteer production by an editorial team of Year 5 and 6
students from Anglo-Chinese School (Independent). The team comprises Claudia
Ann Ko Xue Ting, Joy Huang Si Xuan, Ganesan Gabashini and Tay Yao En Zachary.

We welcome Metis Global Limited as our new partner!
 
We are grateful for their partnership in caring for our
children by providing them with a firmer start in their
educational journey. We are truly blessed to have
received a financial commitment from Metis Global
Limited to support 3 of our residents through their
two-year education in the Institute of Technical
Education (ITE). This financial commitment extends to
include the tuition fees for 16 upper secondary
students over the last six months of 2021. Such
sponsorship plays a significant part in supporting our
children's learning and developmental needs and
motivating them to do better.
 
We want to thank Metis Global Limited for its kind
support. We look forward to more collaborations
through conducting on-site programmes for the
residents once the COVID-19 situation eases up and
the restrictions are lifted.

Metis Global Limited

We are grateful to receive a grant from AMD to set
up a computer lab for the children.
 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, home-based
learning, live streaming and virtual meetings have
become the new normal. The grant is timely to help
us purchase laptops for educational and computer
training purposes. The grant will allow the Home to
purchase ten laptops and an Interactive Short
Throw Projector. These acquisitions will provide
more opportunities for the children and staff to
have hands-on learning experiences and enhance
the Home's digital technology.
 
AMD also plans to conduct STEM programmes for
the children when the situation allows for it.
 
Thank you, AMD, for your generosity and continued
support!

Advanced Micro Devices
(Singapore) Pte Ltd (AMD)

appreciatiNG our partners
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HEAR OUR CHILDREN's VOICES on their aspirations and hopes for the future.

I want to be a
teacher because

teachers are
wonderful and

fun!
 

- JG, 14 years old

I want to be a software
engineer or nurse. I've
always wanted to help
people since young. I

want to contribute back
to the society and
support my family.

 
- TL, 15 years old

My future aspiration is to
work with children who went

through trauma or has a
dysfunctional upbringing,
and support them through

psychological interventions.
Therefore, I've decided to

pursue psychology.
 

- DK, 18 years old

!
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I want to work in
CSLMCH when I
grow up. It is fun

and I can help
others!

 
- A, 9 years old


